COLETTE IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
2 NEW GUEST HOSTS
Guest Host Phil Free Every 1st Wednesday
Guest Host Karen Campbell Betten Every 3rd Wednesday

November 1, 2017 AT 8 AM PT/ 11AM ET
Every Wednesday 8 am pt / 11 am et

Seattle, WA – November 1, 2017
The Truth is Funny is an entertaining vehicle for providing energetic shifts and sharing information gathered
from my life experiences and the experiences of others that have dared to think out of the box and step into
their infinite potential.
The majority of humans throughout history have failed to rise to their infinite potential. The Truth Is Funny
raises the bar for humanity by providing energetic shifts for consistent results of success in fitness,
relationships, finances, purpose, career, youthfulness, time and health.
The Truth Is Funny is about simultaneously providing energetic shifts and sharing my life experiences to
inspire each and every listener to shine their own brilliance and ensure their success. The Truth Is Funny Many
people who shift out of outdated limiting truths break into peals of laughter as they recognize the humor of how
seriously they have participated in what just might be a giant cosmic joke...
My goal is to inspire and empowerment each listener to be an expert in steering our planet towards more
fun...less struggle and suffering. This show provides inspiration for humanity to dance the Wild Dance of
Peace.

CLICK HERETO LISTEN

About Phil Free: https://www.facebook.com/Phil.Free.Energetics
Phil Free is an energy mover who was born and raised in San Francisco, CA, to French parents, he grew up
bilingual. He received a Journeyman Certificate from Musician's Institute in Los Angeles, CA in 2001.
Phil first began using energy work to improve his life when he was affected by allergy symptoms in 1998 and
has continued to apply energy techniques for everyday issues to facilitate improvement for himself, family,
friends, and clients. He feels strongly that others can benefit from it too.
Phil has lived in cities up and down the California coast before settling in Tucson, Arizona in 2009 with his
family, where he pursues his interests in energy work, music, sustainable living, and permaculture.

About Karen Betten: http://www.karenbetten.com
Karen Betten, MSN, NP, CBP is a cutting edge instructor, teacher and practitioner known for her unique but
rich presentations threaded with humor and science. Her 25 years of experience in the health and wellness
field have made her a passionate crusader to re ignite the often dormant unrealized potential in each of us to
create change in our lives in all realms of life.
Karen is a Nurse Practitioner, Franklin Method Instructor and BodyTalk Practitioner. She has a Masters of
Science degree from the University of Pennsylvania and her experiences include: Surgical Trauma Intensive
Care Unit Nurse at the University of Pennsylvania, Colon & Rectal Surgical Nurse Practitioner at Columbia
Presbyterian and her current role as founder and director of Limitless Living, LLC.
Her colorful and extensive background has provided her with a unique & deep understanding of the wide
range of challenges and conflicts we all face in the field of health and wellness as well as relationship,
finances, spirituality, career, performance, trauma and more. Her passion is to support each student and client
to reignite his or her unique potential within to create and experience lasting change in his or her life.

THANKS FOR TUNING IN
Transformation Talk Radio - YOUR HOST – COLETTE STEFAN

Connect: http://www.TheTruthIsFunny.com

About The Transformation Network, Transformation Talk Radio, and The Dr. Pat Show Network
Our Mission is to broadcast a distinctive blend of Live Talk Radio genres that include interviews with a
mix of uplifting and intelligent news plus educational and practical information. Topics range from
personal development to critical issues relevant to a rapidly-changing world. Transformation Talk
Radio-more than radio and more like an experience! Their mission is to transform the world one
listener at a time as their networks reaches millions in over 195 countries. As Dr. Pat says, "We talk
about everything from sex to spirituality with a vibration that honors the dignity of the human spirit."

For more information about Hosting your own show email host@transformationtalkradio.com.
Contact: Jesica Henderson
inspire@thedrpatshow.com
855-393-3742
###

